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tured to public audiences under the
auspices of the Department of Concerts and Lectures of the University
of Minnesota for several years before joining the Visiting Biologists
Program of AIBS.
Some of the organizations to which
Dr. Barry belongs are Sigma Xi, History of Science Society, American
Association for Advancement of Science, American Institute of Biological
Sciences, American Association of
University Professors, and the American Society of Zoologists. His biography is in the American Men of
Science.
Dr. Barry is to be the speaker for
the general meetings of the Iowa Science Teachers Association meeting
Oct. 18, 1963.

Implementing BSCS
1n Iowa
by William Houser
Roosevelt High School
D es Moines, Iowa
In these days of great emphasis and
advance in science, the biology course
is assuming a position of increasing
importance in the high school curriculum. It may be predicted that less
and less will biology be a "dumping
ground" for those students seeking
or needing an "easy course" to fulfill
their science requirement. The content and emphasis is undergoing a
dramatic upgrading, and with it, biology has matured to a level where it
is a true science, equal in status and
level of difficulty with chemistry and
physics.
The Biological Sciences Curriculum
Study Committee has assumed much
of the leadership in this movement
of modernizing the teaching of the
life sciences. Through the work of
the BSCS committee three new texts
and numerous supporting materials
have been produced and are now
available in final form. Perhaps even
more significant is the fact that al-
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ready new "privately authored" texts
are appearing which show the influence of the BSCS.
At the present time there are over
twenty-five high school biology texts
on the market. Most of these texts
vary greatly from the BSCS texts.
Thus one might well ask, "which text
best represents what should be included in a high school text of 1963?"
Although there can not be a definite
answer to this question, it should be
understood that the facts and principles included in the BSCS course represent the judgement of numerous top
high school and college biology teachers as well as researchers in the life
sciences. The decision of these people
to include the materials they did and
to exclude the materials left out
should carry considerable weight in
our individual decisions as to what is
optimal material to teach in 1963. Certainly many courses are misnamed
"biology" by the standards established by the BSCS.
The BSCS course differs from more
conventional biology in several important respects. Some topics form erly given much emphasis are omitted or treated only briefly in order to
make room for some of the numerous exciting developments in biology.
We read of Calvin and his work on
photosynthesis; of DNA as explained
by Watson and Crick; of Miller and
the synthesis of amino acids in the
primitive earth atmosphere; about
ATP, the universal energy compound; of Bridge's work with chromosomes; Spemann's experiments on
embryonic induction; ad infinitum.
These are but a few of the great discoveries in biology that have contributed to the accelerated growth of
the science and which have necessitated this drastic revision of the high
school course. Given sufficient time,
these items would filter down through
the various college levels and eventually become a part of the high
school program but this often takes
a decade or more and science is moving too quickly for this delay. A more
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drastic action was needed. Thus one
of the basic improvements that the
BSCS has made is the inclusion of
recent research, which often brings
the student up to the "front lines"
of our knowledge.
Secondly, the course includes treatment of areas which more conventional texts tend to avoid. Given
frank treatment are such areas as
human reproduction, evolution, and
hypotheses relative to the nature and
origin of life. Presented in a forthright and truely scientific way, these
are not the "devouring demons" that
so many teachers imagine. Since the
great unifying theme of biology is
evolution, any text that fails to present it and build on it is missing the
mark.
Third, the course is centered
around a series of laboratory experiments. For example, in the Blue Version course students will carry out
over fifty hour long experiments.
Here the student works with live animals and plants and in no instance is
called upon to dissect a preserved
specimen. Each experiment consists
of a problem to be solved. The lab
thus becomes a place to investigate
rather than just illustrate some point
made in the text. Although the lab
experiments do parallel the textual
material somewhat, they are free to
contribute on their own toward the
total experiences of the course.
Fourth, the course treats chemistry
as an integrated part and teaches the
chemical concepts along the way as
needed. The material as presented is
symbolic and non-mathematical and
in terms that the student can understand. Chemistry is not a prerequisite course and the student does not
need to understand the whole field
of chemistry in order to grasp the
biological concepts presented.
Fifth, the material is presented as
a "narrative of inquiry" rather than
as a "rhetoric of conclusions". Science
progresses by an interaction of facts
and ideas, and for this reason the
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nature, growth and functions of scientific theories are stressed. The
course is built on the assumption that
an understanding of the nature of
science and its processes is as important as an understanding of the
products of science. Facts are presented as tools for getting at understandings, rather than ends in themselves.
Nine basic themes run
throughout and are not permitted to
be mere incidental learnings as is so
often true. They are not the "icing
on the cake" but rather constitute the
framework for selecting and organizing biological facts.

It is to be expected that there will
be a reluctance on the part of many
teachers to adopt the new course.
This will be for several reasons. For
one thing there are hundreds of inadequately trained biology teachers
in the state: teachers who have not
had training in some of the most
fundamental courses such as evolution, organic chemistry, cellular
physiology, microbiology, genetics
and plant physiology. These people
are not prepared to teach biological
concepts nor to pursue in depth many
of the areas that receive much emphasis in the new approach. What
emphasis do conventional courses
place on evolution, energy transformations, homeostasis and biochemical
genetics? These ideas are presented
in depth in the new courses and certainly any who aspire to teach the
BSCS courses must have adequate
training in these areas. For many this
will mean that they will need to go
back to school.
Some will object to the new courses
simply for emotional reasons. They
dislike change. There will be a reluctance to discard the "covering"
of an arsenal of detail which they
present as biology. They are instilled with the preoccupation of presenting a raft of terms and would be
frustrated when they could no longer
do so.
No doubt some will hide behind
excuses. Excuses such as "my stu-
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dents can not learn this material."
They forget of course, that this material has been successfully taught to
over 150,000 high school students
from all over the nation, and representing a variety of backgrounds.
Some perhaps will try to suggest
that it is better to present facts than
principles or concepts. These folks
are overlooking the fact that there
is an abundance of factual information developed in depth that is included and is the basis for undertanding these concepts. There is a
wealth of detailed information in the
BSCS texts.
Some will say that they do not
have adequate space, facilities and
equipment. Actually, after an initial
outlay of money to bring a lab up to
a suitable standard for teaching any
biology course, the amount of money
TEA HER AT THE
CARRY O TB C

spent for chemicals and replacement of broken glassware will be
less than the amount usually spent
for preserved materials. Of course
any lab that is below minimum standards will require the expenditure of
some money initially in order to bring
it up to date.
Then again one can do much improvising. One can use test tubes
instead of beakers; clothes pins instead of clamps etc. Furthermore,
the space problem is not as great as
some imagine. Only a few materials
need to be maintained for periods
of time and these can be kept on the
floor in a corner if necessary. One
must not feel that they have to have
a modern lab with all the trimmings
in order to do a good job. We certainly should have available the very
best equipment and facilities but one

TATE UNIVER ITY OF IOWA
MMER I
TIT TE
BLUE VER IO N LABORATORY EXPERIMENT

Ed Chuck of Mason City pour media in an
experiment on adaptation.
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need not wait for these to come in
order to start teaching the new
course.
Biology is an ever changing, dynamic discipline and as su ch cannot
be taught as a stable and complete
thing. B iology is healthfully incomplete and hence is best taught in a
spirit of investigation. It should be
presented as an unending search for
meaning rather than as a body of
dogma. Modification and advancement of our understanding of basic
ideas is the very essence of the science
of biology. The new BSCS courses go
a long way in meeting the need of
high school biology teachers for keeping pace with these rapidly developing fronts.

Ira Dunsworth and Je rry Cooke o f Davenport m ake a compara tive chloroplast coun t.

.'\. group of teach er lay out a quadrat on
::: n ecology field trip.
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The Iowa Academy
and You
G. Chester Lev, Chairman
Department of Ph ysics
Central College
Pella, Iowa

I n this day of rockets, satellites
and various nuclear-powered equipment, science has reached such a state
of development that the normal educational program makes the task of
reaching almost any scientific frontier at a reasonable age very difficult and almost im possible unless
aided by som e ou tside agency. The
Iowa A cadem y of Science hopes to
be ju st such an agency, as it fulfills
one of its roles in its general aim of
im proving science in Iowa.
Organized in 1887 with a group of
a dozen or so m embers the Iowa
Academ y of Science, Incorporated,
has grown to be the third largest
state academy in the nation with an
active membership in 1963 of nearly
1700. Although large percentages of
contributed papers are presented by
graduate students from Iowa's universities, the Academy membership
has no academic bias. High school
and college science teachers alike are
encouraged to join forces with other
scientists in the state.
The Iowa Academy hopes to serve
the scientists of Iowa in numerous
ways. It offers them an opportunity
to attend some scientific meetings
near home, to associate with others
who talk their same language and
to learn what their colleagues in
Iowa are doing. They also have an
opportunity to present papers and
tell of their discoveries, their unique
instructional methods, or their personal research projects. Here is also
the possibility of receiving recognition for scientific endeavors in a particular field of interest by getting
some research papers published in
the Proceedings- an attractive volume furnished free to each member
annually. Attendance at meetings

